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	Abstract: Problem: Validating/troubleshooting F-16 video requires excessive time, preparation, and is impractical for end-of-runway (Red Ball) checks. Moreover, test equipment being used is large, complex, and takes 4+ hours per aircraft test to verify F-16 video system is functional.Old Process: Each F-16's video system is functionally tested biannually and whenever a fault is detected. It is also tested prior to AEF and training deployments. On average each aircraft’s video system is tested at least 4 times per year. Aviano AB has 51 aircraft which equates to an estimated 204 video system functional checks performed per year. The old process uses the Stores Station Tester (SST) to test for the presence of video on the F-16 and verify weapon systems are operational. The SST is excellent for identifying/isolating faults but it does not have a direct test to verify video processing. During pre-flight or end-of-runway checks, technicians are required to verify the video system can process weapons video. Using the SST, diagnostic checks take approximately four hours and require three technicians. Due to its size the SST is not routinely carried by avionics technicians. When one is needed, a technician must return to the unit support section, sign out an SST, and return to the aircraft. This process adds an additional 30 to 60 minutes to testing. The combination of size, complexity, and testing time make the SST impractical for verifying operation of the video system during normal sortie generation.Results: In an effort to reduce testing-time/complexity, the BK PRECISION 1211E VIDEO GENERATOR TEST SET (1211E) was chosen to verify/test the F-16 video system. The 1211E is a hand-held, battery operated test set that can generate a variety of video test signals/patterns which can be viewed/verified on the aircraft. The unit is connected via F-16 suspension equipment or aircraft interface using locally manufactured adapter cables. This enables technicians to verify video signals are sent via aircraft wiring to ensure the system is operational and facilitates video system/Sniper Pod fault isolation. Testing can be done by two technicians and takes <30 minutes per aircraft. If a fault is detected using the 1211E, the aircraft can be removed from flying status for more in-depth analysis. The 1211E was vital to 555th AMU success at Bagram AB in 2015. The normal Standard Configuration Load (SCL) included an AGM-65L "Maverick" missile which had never been flown in combat by the 555th, and led to many challenges. Use of the 1211E facilitated troubleshooting on Red-Balls and enabled aircraft to be repaired and returned to FMC status in minimum time. Technicians authored a Local Job Guide (LJG) outlining use of the 1211E to test the F-16 video system and were able to quickly identify/isolate video faults. The average fix rate for Maverick video issues was 2 hours. Overall, use of the 1211E reallocated approximately 714 man-hours, annually, and permanently reduced crew-size by 33%.


